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	HBase in Action, 9781617290527 (1617290521), Manning Publications, 2012

	
		I got my start with HBase in the fall of 2008. It was a young project then, released only in the preceding year. As early releases go, it was quite capable, although not without its fair share of embarrassing warts. Not bad for an Apache subproject with fewer than 10 active committers to its name! That was the height of the NoSQL hype. The term NoSQL hadn’t even been presented yet but would come into common parlance over the next year. No one could articulate why the idea was important—only that it was important— and everyone in the open source data community was obsessed with this concept. The community was polarized, with people either bashing relational databases for their foolish rigidity or mocking these new technologies for their lack of sophistication.

	The people exploring this new idea were mostly in internet companies, and I came to work for such a company—a startup interested in the analysis of social media content. Facebook still enforced its privacy policies then, and Twitter wasn’t big enough to know what a Fail Whale was yet. Our interest at the time was mostly in blogs. I left a company where I’d spent the better part of three years working on a hierarchical database engine. We made extensive use of Berkeley DB, so I was familiar with data technologies that didn’t have a SQL engine. I joined a small team tasked with building a new data-management platform. We had an MS SQL database stuffed to the gills with blog posts and comments. When our daily analysis jobs breached the 18-hour mark, we knew the current system’s days were numbered.
	
		Summary

	
		HBase in Action has all the knowledge you need to design, build, and run applications using HBase. First, it introduces you to the fundamentals of distributed systems and large scale data handling. Then, you'll explore real-world applications and code samples with just enough theory to understand the practical techniques. You'll see how to build applications with HBase and take advantage of the MapReduce processing framework. And along the way you'll learn patterns and best practices.

	
		About the Technology

	
		HBase is a NoSQL storage system designed for fast, random access to large volumes of data. It runs on commodity hardware and scales smoothly from modest datasets to billions of rows and millions of columns.

	
		About this Book

	
		HBase in Action is an experience-driven guide that shows you how to design, build, and run applications using HBase. First, it introduces you to the fundamentals of handling big data. Then, you'll explore HBase with the help of real applications and code samples and with just enough theory to back up the practical techniques. You'll take advantage of the MapReduce processing framework and benefit from seeing HBase best practices in action.

	
		Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.

	
		What's Inside

		
			When and how to use HBase
	
			Practical examples
	
			Design patterns for scalable data systems
	
			Deployment, integration, and design


	
		Written for developers and architects familiar with data storage and processing. No prior knowledge of HBase, Hadoop, or MapReduce is required.
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SQL Server 7 Backup & RecoveryMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Protect your organization's most valuable asset--its data. Develop and implement a thorough data protection solution for your SQL Server 7 database environment. SQL Server 7 Backup & Recovery is your one-stop resource for planning, developing, implementing, and managing backup and restore procedures. Learn to execute data protection strategies,...

		

Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods

...

		

Organizational Consulting: How to Be an Effective Internal Change AgentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Organizational Consulting
"Alan grasps the very essence of organizational consulting. It’s not about foolish fads or mindless meetings, it’s about relationships, trust and focusing on key issues with a sense of urgency that gets results. His principles and techniques are easy to understand and apply."
...





	

Anarchy Alive!: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to TheoryPluto Press, 2007

	Anarchist politics are at the heart of today’s most vibrant and radical social movements. From squatted social centres and community gardens to acts of sabotage and raucous summit blockades, anarchist groups and networks are spreading an ethos of direct action, non-hierarchical organizing and self-liberation that has redefined...


		

A Brief History of Death (Blackwell Brief Histories of Religion)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"The author reveals himself to be a sensitive and humane guide, in a book that ought to fascinate anyone interested in the existential conundrum of human morality." Times Higher Education Supplement     

       The act of death itself and the rituals surrounding it vary enormously and shed a fascinating light on the...

		

The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our BrainsW W Norton, 2010

	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our...
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